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Enviroment Friendly Coating Technology
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“Zero Clear” Coating
Grease stain,everything can be removed by just water!
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We created environmentally friendly technology
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Surface-protection performance

High hardness/Abrasion resistance

Tough contamination by food and oil that could
cause corrosion or stains can be easily removed
using only water, and the coating will resist
chemicals and acids.

The coating will not come off even when it is rubbed
with the Scotch-Brite surface of a scouring pad.

Heat resistance

Antimicrobial/antifungal effects

It is heatproof up to 500 °C.
This can be used various application.

The propagation of bacteria is suppressed,
thereby exerting an excellent antimicrobial
effect, and powerful protection as well.

“zero clear” is clear coating.

“zero tect” is color coating.
This is hydrophilic ingorganic
coating similar to “zero clear”.

This coating has
- hydrophilicity
- high hardness,
- antifouling effect
- anti-microbial effect.
Much difference
between the two

Effects of dust proof
Contaminants adhere to the
surface.
Base material

Zero-Clear

When water ﬂows onto a Zero
Clear surface, water is likely to
enter between Zero Clear and
contaminants thanks to the
eﬀect of hydrophilicity.

Contaminants

Water that enters between the
Zero Clear surface and
contaminants strikes up the
contaminants.

Contaminants struck up are
ﬂushed away together by the
water. Wiping with a damp
cloth is also eﬀective.
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Markers

coming soon

Graffiti wall

Post on subway premises

Ashtray

Western Tableware

automotive parts

coming soon

Graffiti train

Metro platform wall

Sink

Filter

Exterior wall glass of building

